The Extraordinary Lives of Green School Teachers

360 STUDENTS
64 TEACHERS
1:7 RATIO

15 nationalities
Indonesia, USA, Canada, Australia, The Netherlands, Brazil, Uruguay, Finland, Taiwan, France, Romania, South Africa, Philippines, United Kingdom

18 languages

2 PhDs
20 Masters & Post Graduates with qualifications in Education
64 Bachelors

100% of our teaching staff have a history of volunteering in social, humanitarian, environmental causes.

Average of 13 years of teaching experience

Supported by

15 classroom assistants
6 interns
5 volunteers
6 learning supports

PEOPLE WITH DIVERSE LIFE EXPERIENCES
entrepreneurs • scientists • authors • designers • film makers
• pro-surfer • poets • dreamers • adventurers

Presented, organised and curated TEDx events
Jamie Cullum’s music teacher

Built an eco village
Worked for the UN during the East Timor Independence

Muay Thai Boxer
Taught Tutsi and Hutu students 6 years after the Rwandan genocide
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